To understand the characteristics of the noise generated by impinging jet from a small-scale nozzle, the far field sound pressure level was studied. It was found that there was a critical pressure ratio according to different condition. Under this pressure ratio the noise intensity raised rapidly but wavily, and over this pressure ratio the noise intensity raised enhanced slowly but steadily with the increase of the pressure ratio. The critical pressure ratios will decrease when impinging gets oblique.
There are two arguments on the propagating way of feedback acoustic waves for supersonic jet. One141 is that the feedback acoustic waves propagate upstream at outside of the jet. AnotherEll is that the feedback acoustic waves propagate upstream at inside of the jet. In the study, a shield shown in Figure 4 is used. The shield is required to be out of the jet boundary and keep no touch with the flow of impinging jet. Experimental results show that the noise can be reduced by more than 5 dB at the right shield parameters (shown in Figure 5 ).
It means that the shield can prevent the feedback acoustic waves from arriving at the nozzle lip and destroy the formation of the feedback loop. It also demonstrates that the feedback acoustic waves propagate upstream at outside of the supersonic jet. Figure 6 shows the relationships between impinging jet noise and pressure ratio at different measurement angles.
The noise intensity is enhanced with the increase of pressure ratio of nozzle. It is found that there is a critical Table 2 . From Table 1 , it can be seen that the critical pressure ratios, Rp, will increase with the increase of impinging distance.
The phenomena may be explained by feedback loop theory. One of important factor of the feedback loop formation is the large-scale instability wave. With the increase of impinging distance, the large-scale instability wave can be developed enough. It can produce much stronger feedback acoustic waves, which is benefit for the excitation at nozzle lip. Only at higher pressure ratio condition, the excessive expansion of the jet boundary can block feedback acoustic waves to the jet lip. The Table 2 shows that the critical pressure ratios, RP will decrease when impinging gets oblique. It may due to the less feedback acoustic waves can reach the nozzle lip at the oblique impingement. 
CONCLUSION
The characteristics of the noise generated by impinging jet from a 3mm-diameter axisymmetric convergent nozzle were studied. The work conditions included normally and obliquely impinging on the large rigid flat plate at different pressure radios and impinging distances. It was found that there was a critical pressure ratio according to different condition. Under this pressure ratio the noise intensity raised rapidly but wavily, and over this pressure ratio the noise intensity raised slowly but steadily with the increase of the pressure ratio. The critical pressure ratios will decrease when impinging gets oblique.
